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Address:___________________________________________ Postal Code:_____________________
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Please visit my website if you wish to sign up for my e-newsletter:
http://patkellymp.ca/
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The top 3 concerns were:
Economy/Concern about the Deficit
• COVID / Health
Replacing the Liberal government / Accountability
•

NO_______
YES______

COMMENTS:________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you to those who took the time to respond to the previous question:
“What is the single most important issue to you?”

Survey Responses

SHOULD THE CRTC HAVE THE POWER TO REGULATE WHAT CANADIANS POST ON THE
INTERNET?

My Response to Budget 2021
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On April 26th, I delivered the following remarks
We have heard the government say over and
in the House of Commons in response to the
over again, both before and during COVID, that
Government introducing the first federal budget deficits are alright because interest rates are so
in two years (edited for length).
low, but Canada's accumulated debt, the majority
of which is not locked in long-term, is
extraordinarily vulnerable to interest rate
volatility. To this, the government also responds
that it expects interest rates to stay low for the
foreseeable future, so there is really nothing to
worry about until there is an economic recovery.
Therein lies the threat to the sustainability of
Canada's public finances. The sustainability of this
unprecedented debt is jeopardized if interest
rates rise, and yet economic recovery is precisely
what will trigger interest rates to rise. Having to
service such high debt at higher rates will
threaten the economy all over again and
eventually necessitate higher taxes or cuts to
Mr. Speaker, it is a pleasure to rise in the chamber
services that Canadians depend on.
to take part in one of the most basic
responsibilities of Parliament, which is to discuss
This budget is claimed to contain over $105
the authority of the Crown's government to spend billion in stimulus to ensure economic recovery,
its citizens' money. It has been a long time, over
but that is not true. The single largest line item in
two years. The last budget was seven months
the $105 billion of stimulus is actually emergency
before the last election, which seems like a
support funds for this year's continuing payments
lifetime ago.
alone. In other words, more than a quarter of the
so-called “stimulus” is really just emergency
It is easy to forget that in the third quarter of
response spending because the government could
2019, the Canadian economy was then teetering
not get its act together to protect Canadians from
on the brink of recession. The economy had
a third wave.
stopped growing in the fourth quarter of 2019 and
the first quarter of 2020 was grim, even without
That is perhaps the biggest criticism I have
the pandemic. Canada's debt-to-GDP ratio was
about this budget. The budget does not contain
rising, our triple A credit rating had been cut, and what Conservatives have been asking for since last
the government had already racked up $100
May: that the government have a plan rooted in
billion in new debt during a booming global
measurable data to have a safe and permanent
economy. All of that was before COVID…
reopening of the economy. The very reason that
this budget contains tens of billions of dollars in
There was no question that the government
continued emergency COVID spending is that the
then had to support those who had been ordered,
government has failed to use the tools that
or even recommended, not to work. Businesses
already exist to help Canadians live safely in a
that were being asked or told to close needed to
COVID-19 world…
be supported. Massive emergency spending was
necessary public policy at the time, from the
...The inadequate health response is what is
moment public health orders took away people's driving the dangerous levels of debt contained in
paycheques and business revenues, yet that is not this budget, and the absence of a plan that would
an excuse for refusing to table a budget, and it
have avoided the ravages of a third wave
does not forgive the lack of fiscal discipline and
threatens to destroy thousands more small
lack of financial stewardship in this budget.
businesses.
The borrowing contained in this budget
staggers the imagination. Another $330 billion
over the next five years, on top of the $355 billion
in the last year alone, and there is no end in sight,
merely a hope that this will mean, eventually, a
return to a declining debt-to-GDP ratio starting
next year. This anchor is one that had already
been discarded before COVID and has no
credibility coming from the government in this
budget.

I have said it before in this House many times.
Small businesses are the lifeblood of our
communities, they are the backbone of the
Canadian economy, and the owners, workers and
customers are our neighbours and our friends.
These small businesses are the ones that have
borne the brunt of COVID.

survive through the summer, but that is not what
small businesses want. They want their customers
back. They want to be open. They want to serve
the needs of their communities. They want to give
their own friends and neighbours their jobs back.
They want to at least try to put the hopes and
dreams of their business shattered by COVID back
together.

By the end of last year, 60,000 small businesses
had failed, and now nearly 200,000 more are
hanging by a thread. There is one particular group
of small businesses that has been completely, and
at this point one must even conclude deliberately,
ignored by the government, and that is the small
businesses that had the terrible misfortune to
have opened their doors in late 2019 or early 2020.
In most cases, the owners of these businesses put
their life savings into their businesses and incurred
significant debt to pursue a dream to open, start
or reinvent a small business, but these businesses
have nothing, and there is nothing in this budget
that will help them.

www.patkellymp.ca

Somebody who opened in March of 2020,
spending their own money and exhausting their
finances long before COVID began, is left out of
the programs. There are thousands of these
businesses. They are in every riding...I will end by
pointing out there are many necessary economic
support measures contained in this budget, but
they are necessary precisely because the
government has failed so spectacularly to protect
Canadians from the third wave. It would be
imprudent to support a government that adds so
much debt without a coherent plan to manage
this debt and reduce it over time. There is just no
fiscal anchor or even any credibility with the
government concerning its fiscal anchors.

Yes, this budget contains extensions to the
supports many small businesses need just to

As always, it is a distinct pleasure to represent
you in the House of Commons. During the
Spring Session I participated both virtually and
in person during the debates, votes, and
committees of parliament. I continue to serve
as the Conservative Shadow Minister for Small
Business and Western Economic Development,

youtube.com/mppatkelly

@patkelly.crr

@PatKelly_MP

and as the Vice-Chair of the Standing
Committee on Finance. Throughout the
pandemic I have spoken out on issues
important to small business owners, workers,
and customers in our communities.
Constituency Office:
During the pandemic, in compliance with public
health orders, my constituency office was
closed to visitors, but my staff worked very
hard to assist constituents via phone and email,
while I engaged with hundreds of constituents
by phone, video conference, and especially by
email. The office is now open for in-person
appointments and I hope can soon be fully
open to drop in visits.

Reconciliation
Since reports of the unmarked remains of children buried at former Indian Residential Schools
came to light, I have spent much of my time listening to Canadians, including constituents, and
sharing in their anger, frustration, and sorrow.

Frontier Duty Free Association

I wish you an enjoyable summer and a smooth
transition to an increased state of normalcy
this fall. As always, you are welcome to contact
my office with concerns about any matter of
national policy or with difficulties dealing with
departments or agencies of the federal
government.

- Pat

Kelly
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Reconciliation

It is important to grieve for those who died in forced separation from their families, and to show
compassion for survivors and their families. Furthermore, the federal government must also take
concrete steps to advance the process of reconciliation.
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Leadership in the Military

•

Bill C-10

Reconciliation requires combined efforts from all political parties and leaders. In a May 31 letter to
the Prime Minister, Conservative leader Erin O’Toole recommended:
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Developing a comprehensive plan to implement Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls to Action 71
through 76 by July 1, 2021;
Funding the investigation at all former residential schools in Canada where unmarked graves may
exist, including the site where 215 children have already been discovered;
Ensuring that proper resources are allocated for communities to reinter, commemorate, and honour
any individuals discovered through the investigation, according to the wishes of their next of kin; and
Developing a detailed and thorough set of resources to educate Canadians of all ages on the tragic
history of residential schools in Canada.

Canadians should confront our history honestly and with compassion for people who live in our
communities with memories of forced separation and abuse that are appallingly recent. The
current federal government and future governments must also deliver practical solutions that will
improve the lives of Indigenous Canadians who continue to live in poverty and poor health.

Canadian Federation of
Independent Business

separated during the pandemic. I have enjoyed
finally being able to attend community events
once again, including Canada Day celebrations,
and the Calgary Stampede. I hope to see as
many people as possible in the community
throughout the summer.

•

•
facebook.com/mppatkelly

403-282-7980

Summer:
This summer is a great time for people to
reconnect with all of the friends, family and
neighbours from which so many have been

•

When the House of Commons is sitting, I raise questions to Ministers, give speeches on legislation, speak at committees, attend
votes, meet with constituents and stakeholders in my Ottawa office, and more.
To stay up-to-date on my work in the House of Commons, follow me on social media and sign up for my e-newsletter:

pat.kelly@parl.gc.ca

Dear Constituents,

The Minister of Small Business and her
parliamentary secretary have been saying for
months that new businesses will be supported,
but they have done nothing. This once-in-twoyears budget still ignores these businesses…

Social Media
Intuit Canada Small
Business Council

Summer 2021

Small businesses do not want to take on more
debt. The average small business has already
taken on $170,000 in debt since the pandemic
began, and these debts threaten their recovery.
Some of this debt is in the form of low or nointerest loans from government aid programs, but
the majority of this debt actually comes in the
form of bills that small businesses just cannot pay,
things like their rent or their suppliers' invoices.
These debts threaten to cascade throughout the
economy and prevent recovery.

Sexual misconduct and harassment in the
military are ongoing problems that successive
governments have failed to adequately
address. The problem is well known and has
been researched and reported many times over
the past 30 years. Most recently, the
Independent Review of the National Defence
Act by Justice Morris Fish, released on June 1st,
found that “the nature, extent and human cost
of sexual misconduct in the CAF remain as
debilitating, as rampant and as destructive in
2021 as they were in 2015” when Former
Supreme Court Justice Marie Deschamps
tabled a damning report on sexual misconduct.
According to Military Ombudsman Gary
Walbourne, allegations of sexual misconduct
by Chief of Defence Staff General Jonathan
Vance were brought to the attention of
Minister Harjit Sajjan and the Prime Minister’s
Office in 2018. Neither the PMO nor Minister
Sajjan acted on the allegations until the media
reported them in 2021. Between the 2018
allegations, and 2021 media reports, Vance’s
term as Chief of Defence Staff was extended
and his salary was increased by $50,000.

This motion to censure the minister was passed
by the House of Commons with the support of
all four opposition parties.

The recent spate of resignations and
suspensions of top officers in the Canadian
Forces are the latest in a series of issues that
have undermined both the morale of Forces
personnel and public confidence in the
military’s leadership.
Ministerial Responsibility requires a minister to
be accountable for what goes on in his or her
department, and not to mislead Canadians. On
June 17, the official Opposition moved the
motion:

In 2015, Minister Sajjan falsely asserted that
Canada’s allies were not opposed to Canada’s
withdrawal of fighter jets during operations
against ISIS; in 2017 the Minister falsely claimed
to be the “architect” of the successful
Operation Medusa; in 2019 the Minister’s
department was forced to make an
undisclosed financial settlement with ViceAdmiral Mark Norman for damage to his
reputation, having been dismissed from his
post as Vice-Chief of the Defence Staff and
charged with breach of trust; and this year, the
minister participated in a coverup of
allegations of sexual misconduct by denying
that he knew of any such allegations when they
were first reported in by news media in 2021,
but were brought to his attention in 2018.

Successive governments have failed to tackle
That, given that the Minister of National Defence the well-known problem of sexual misconduct
has clearly lost the respect of members of the
in the military. The current government made
Canadian Armed Forces, including those at the
significant promises to do so. The Deschamps
highest ranks, for, amongst other things,
report was tabled just before the current
(i) misleading Canadians on the withdrawal of
government took office, and six years later, its
fighter jets in the fight against ISIS,
recommendations have not been acted upon.
(ii) misleading Canadians about his service
The current minister’s failure to take action,
record,
and the Prime Minister’s refusal to insist on his
(iii) presiding over the wrongful accusation and resignation, suggest culture change within the
dismissal of Vice-Admiral Norman,
military is unlikely to happen under this
Vice-Chief of Defence Staff Lt.-Gen. Mike
(iv) engaging in a cover-up of sexual misconduct government.
Rouleau played golf with General Vance
allegations in the Canadian Armed Forces, the
despite being the senior officer with authority
House formally censure the Minister of National
over those conducting the Vance investigation.
Defence to express the disappointment of the
House of Commons in his conduct.

Bill C-10
On November 3rd, the Minister of Canadian
Heritage introduced Bill C-10. The bill’s
legislative summary says that it seeks to
“modernize the Broadcasting Act to bring
businesses that provide audio or audiovisual
content online within its scope...” The
Government has stated that the Bill’s purpose
is to modernize the Act by regulating “web
giants” for the benefit of Canadian content
creators. The Bill expands the regulatory power
of the Canadian Radio and Television
Former CRTC Commissioner Peter Menzies said
Commission (CRTC).
“Granting a government agency authority over
On February 16th the bill was referred to the
legal user generated content…doesn’t just
House of Commons Heritage Committee
infringe on free expression, it constitutes a full(CHPC). The original bill contained a clause that blown assault upon it...”
exempted user-generated content, such as
blog posts, user created videos posted to
Canada’s leading scholar of internet law and a
platforms like YouTube and TikTok, and social
professor at the University of Ottawa Michael
media content, from regulation by the CRTC.
Geist, said:
“Bill C-10 represents an unconscionable
The committee removed this exemption and
attack on the free expression rights of
gave the CRTC the power to regulate userCanadians…” and is “a remarkable and
generated content (according to ministerial
dangerous step in an already bad piece
direction) “in a way that is consistent with the
of legislation. The government believes
government’s vision.” The elimination of this
that it should regulate all userclause caused immediate concerns about
generated content, leaving it to the
government censorship of the internet.

regulator to determine on what terms
and conditions will be attached the
videos of millions of Canadians on sites
like YouTube, Instagram, TikTok, and
hundreds of other services.”
With entrenched and determined Conservative
opposition to the bill, the Government resorted
to some extraordinary parliamentary
machinations that saw the Speaker of the
House strike portions of the bill as it was
reported to the House. The bill was eventually
passed, including the controversial powers
granted to the CRTC to regulate what
Canadians see and post online.
The bill is currently in the Senate, where it is
before a committee for study. The Senate
refused to fast track Bill C-10 prior to its
summer break, and the bill will now die on the
Order Paper if Parliament is dissolved before
the Senate completes its committee study,
debates at third reading, and passes it in a final
vote.

Earlier this year I was selected Conservative
Vice-Chair of the Standing Committee on
Finance (FINA). This committee is parliament’s
busiest, holding significantly more meetings
than any other. It has core responsibilities that
include public pre-budget consultations and
recommendations to Parliament, and studying,
proposing potential amendments, and voting
on all budget and finance bills.
In 2021, FINA concluded pre-budget
consultation and reported to Parliament with
the Conservative opposition disagreeing with
the main report and attaching a dissenting
report containing other recommendations.
FINA studied and voted on bills to implement

committee hearings for only the most cursory
study and deliberation.
FINA also studied and made recommendations
to Parliament on two Private Member’s Bills,
conducted a study on Canada’s economic
response to the pandemic, and, at the end of
session, was studying the problem of overseas
tax evasion and fraud.
both the government’s Fall Economic
Statement and the 2021 Budget. Bills C-14 and
C-30 were both hundreds of pages long,
contained hundreds of billions of dollars in
spending, and required dozens of hours of

FINA chair, Hon. Wayne Easter (Lib. Malpeque),
announced his intention not to seek reelection.
I thank him for his service to Canada, his
commitment to fairness to opposition
committee members, his expertise in finance,
and his friendship.

Private Members’ Bills
I am pleased to provide an update on several
Private Members’ Bills which received Royal
Assent on June 29th and became law:

Bill C-210, by Len Webber (Calgary
Confederation): created a tick box on personal
income tax returns to register as an organ
donor. Making it simpler and more convenient to
register as a donor will increase rates of
donation to address the shortage of organs
available for transplant;

Bill C-208, by Larry Maguire (Brandon-Souris):
amended the Income Tax Act to eliminate the
perverse incentive for farmers and fishers to sell
to third parties instead of their own children due
to the significant tax penalty added to sales to
Bill C-218, by Kevin Waugh (Saskatoonfamily. By treating sales to family the same as
Grassland): amended the Criminal Code of
sales to arm’s-length buyers, the bill encourages Canada to make singe-event sports betting legal;
continuity of family farms and fishing ventures;

Bill C-220, by Matt Jeneroux (Edmonton
Riverbend): amended the Canada Labour Code
to extend bereavement leave for employees by
five days to better allow them to cope with the
death of a family member;
Bill C-228, by Richard Bragdon (TobiqueMactaquac): provided for the establishment of a
federal framework to reduce criminal
reoffending. Such a framework should improve
public safety and help released offenders
reintegrate into society.

Security Breach, Coverup, Contempt & Responsible Government
The National Microbiology Laboratory in
Winnipeg is a secure research facility that
conducts research involving the world’s most
dangerous viruses.
The Breach: Ebola and Henipavirus samples
were transferred from Winnipeg to the Wuhan
Institute of Virology in March 2019. Later that
month, the RCMP escorted two scientists out
of the Lab. These scientists, Xiangguo Qiu and
Keding Cheng, are Chinese nationals connected
to the People’s Liberation Army, yet had top
secret security clearance in Canada to access
deadly viruses.

On May 10, CACN again passed a motion
demanding that PHAC deliver the relevant
documents to the Law Clerk within 10 days.
Again PHAC refused. Instead, it delivered them
to the national security committee (NSICOP),
whose members are Parliamentarians, but is
itself secret and serves at the pleasure of the
Prime Minister.

the House of Commons reprimanded a public
servant for defying Parliament. However, Mr.
Stewart did not provide the documents, which
resulted in MP Michael Chong (WellingtonHalton Hills) raising another question of
privilege and a motion to ask the Speaker to
authorize the Sergeant at Arms to enter the
offices of PHAC and obtain the documents.

June 2, the full House of Commons passed a
motion ordering PHAC to deliver the relevant
documents, but again, PHAC refused.

Responsible Government: On the last day of
this parliamentary session, the Government
announced that it has filed a suit in federal
court seeking to seal the documents and
prevent Parliament from seeing them.

June 7 Conservative House Leader Gérard
Deltell raised a question of privilege. On June 16
When this news broke in March 2021, MPs
the Speaker agreed that PHAC’s refusal was a
Orders of the House of Commons have the
asked how Chinese military scientists could
prima facie breach of parliamentary privilege.
force of law. In modern democratic parliaments
have received top secret security clearance, and
the Government (the cabinet, or executive
how deadly viruses could have been transferred
council) is responsible to Parliament. It must
from Canada to Wuhan.
obey its lawful orders and comply with its will.
This is the essence of parliamentary democracy
The Government of Canada has refused to
and responsible government.
answer questions about the matter, other than
to confirm the RCMP did remove the scientists
It was the fight for responsible government
from the Lab and that their security clearances
that led to the rebellions in Upper and Lower
have been revoked, citing National Security
Canada in 1837. It was achieved in the 1850s,
concerns. The RCMP now believes that the
prior to Confederation.
scientists left Canada and returned to China.
Contempt of Parliament: On June 17,
The Speaker of the House of Commons,
Parliament passed a motion finding the
Anthony Rota, made a public statement that,
The Coverup: On March 31 the Special
Government of Canada [PHAC] in contempt of
“the Federal Court has no jurisdiction to restrict
Committee on Canada-China Relations (CACN)
Parliament, summoning the President of PHAC
the House’s power to request documents”.
passed a motion ordering the Public Health
to appear at the bar of the House of Commons
Agency of Canada (PHAC) to deliver documents for an official reprimand from the Speaker, and The Government’s refusal to comply with
related to this matter to the Law Clerk within 20 once again, to produce the documents.
orders voted on by Canada’s elected
days. The Law Clerk acts as Lawyer for the
representatives, and its asking a court to
On June 21, Mr. Iain Stewart, President of PHAC,
House of Commons and is available to ensure
sanction the Government’s refusal to comply,
appeared at the bar of the House of Commons,
that redactions are done lawfully. PHAC refused
has no precedent in Canadian history.
and for the first time since 1891, the Speaker of
to deliver the documents.

From the Inbox
Each week I receive dozens of personal emails from constituents.
These emails are an invaluable way for me to keep in contact with
constituents and I do my best to individually reply to all of them.
Below is a list of just some of the topics of emails I have received
since the last House to House Newsletter, in no particular order:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increasing debt
carbon tax
federal budget
virtual parliament
Erin O’Toole
Conservative caucus
escalator tax
economic recovery
Liberal corruption
possible 2021 election
vaccine procurement
vaccine roll-out
domestic vaccine
development
COVAX
Israel/Palestine
residential schools
truth and reconciliation
mental health
NACI recommendations
vaccine passports
small businesses
CEWS, CERS, CEBA
Canadian energy policy
Line 5
Keystone XL
CRA wait times
CRA service
travel restrictions
border restrictions
tourism industry
cell tower proposal
telecommunication
cost of phone & internet
privatizing the CBC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hotel quarantine rules
environment
carbon engineering
Charter of Rights &
Freedoms
aviation industry
international travel
Canada-China relations
China’s genocide of the
Uyghurs
China’s treatment of
Hong Kong
China’s Asian
Infrastructure Bank
2022 Winter Olympics
frozen UK pensions
climate change
racism
support for seniors
universal basic income
universal pharmacare
Bill C-6 (conversion
therapy)
Bill C-7 (MAID)
Bill C-10 (internet, freedom
of speech)
Bill C-15 (UNDRIP)
Bill C-21 (firearms policy)
electoral reform
vaping products
firearms policy
immigration concerns
Winnipeg lab, Wuhan lab
civil war in Ethiopia

988 Suicide Prevention Line
On December 11th, 2020 Todd Doherty’s (Cariboo—Prince
George) Private Member’s Motion to consolidate various suicide
prevention hotlines into one national line received unanimous
support in the House of Commons.
Like 911 as the national emergency phone number, 988 will be
easy to remember, applicable across Canada, and more accessible
than various local suicide prevention hotlines.
The Covid-19 pandemic highlighted the need for a national
hotline; it prompted a sharp rise in suicide rates as Canadians lost
their jobs, suffered from isolation, and gave up hope.
As a Private Member’s Motion, MP Doherty’s motion does not
create the line, but it expresses the will of Parliament for the
Government to do so. The Minister of Health has set the process
in motion, but must work with the CRTC to complete it in a timely
fashion.
My Conservative colleagues and I will continue to hold the
Government accountable to ensure this is implemented.
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During the tenure of this government, eight
vice chiefs of defense staff and five senior
generals have been suspended or forced to
resign amid misconduct, investigations and
scandal.
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